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reading interest and ability with a gamified, selfpaced, interactive children literature e-quiz platform
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Children Stories:
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Reading Battle:

equiz.cite.hku.hk
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Summary of Impact - 1
My research in IT in education (game-based learning and
gamification in particular), school librarianship and reading have led
to the development of Reading Battle (RB), an innovative online
platform that has been used by over 50 primary schools and
kindergartens in Hong Kong, and schools/library in Taiwan, Mainland
China and the USA.

• RB helps enhance students’ interest in reading and
strengthen their ability in comprehension through an
innovative gamification pedagogy (Chu, 2015).
• RB has been implemented in 32 Hong Kong primary
schools and 11 kindergartens.
• RB used in 2 Taiwan primary schools and 3 U.S.
kindergarten/public
libraries
have
stimulated
children’s reading interest and ability.
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Summary of Impact - 2
• Many students who had no interest in reading in the past have now been
excited by RB and have become excellent readers.
• 94% of the participating students in a school agreed that RB was effective in
improving their reading comprehension skills (Chan et al., 2015).
• Participating students in RB in the U.S. did not experience a “Summer Loss”
and top 3 students increased their reading ability 10-60% (Chu, 2016b).
• A Taiwanese parent whose child participated in RB shared her thought on
Facebook:
「小五的暑作英文閱讀大挑戰(reading battle)激起了這幾位從小一起長大的
孩子們鬥志，去圖書館借書，各自在家閱讀、線上作答，再互相分享丶推
薦有趣的書本，這種感覺真棒呀！也令人好羡慕這種純真的友誼。」
(“The English Reading Battle was the summer assignment of my P.5 child. It has
inspired my child and friends who have been studying together since P.1 to learn
together. They started to borrow books from the library, read at home, do the RB
quests, share with friends and recommend books for each other. This makes me feel
really great and I am even jealous of their pure friendship!”) (Chu, 2016)
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Underpinning Research – quality of knowledge - 1
• In the past 10 years, I have engaged in 37 projects and 147 publications exploring
how technology can enhance learning (http://web.edu.hku.hk/staff/academic/samchu).
• Besides my general research on enhancing learning with technology, the RB project
draws on my experience from another highly successful project that applies gamebased learning in providing students with sex education. This project has resulted in
2 journal articles (Kwan et al., 2015; Chu et al., 2015) and 5 conference papers.
• The RB project also draws on my research expertise on school librarianship and on
the collaborative teaching pedagogy of school librarians and teachers in improving
student’s learning (eg. reading interest & ability – Chu et al., 2011). I have published
2 journal articles (including an award winning article – Chu, 2009), 2 books (Chu et
al., in press; Chu et al., 2012), 8 conference papers and 6 other articles/ papers in
this research area.
• Chu, S.K.W. (2009). Inquiry project-based learning with a partnership of three types of
teachers and the school librarian. Journal of the American Society for Information Science
and Technology, 60(8): 1671-1686. [Early Career Research Output Awards 2010]
• Chu, S.K.W., Reynolds, R.B., Tavares, N.J., Notari, M., & Lee., C.W.Y. (in press). Developing
21st century skills with inquiry learning, collaborative teaching, social media, and games:
International perspectives. Springer.
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Underpinning Research – quality of knowledge - 2
• RB is a multidisciplinary project that requires expertise from various
knowledge domains including IT in education (especially gamification and
game based learning), collaborative teaching pedagogy (especially between
school librarians and teachers), reading process and assessment, and
children literature.
• For the 8 years before the conception of RB, I have been involved in many
projects as the PI, from which I developed a wealth of expertise in related
areas that lead to the creation of RB. I've worked with collaborators in
various related fields: with Dr Alvin Kwan on game based learning; with Mr
Peter Warning on school librarianship; with Prof SK Tse on reading process
and assessment; and with Ms Nicole Travers on English writing with
technology. I continued to work with SK and Nicole in conceiving/managing
this multi-disciplinary project. I also brought in Dr Dana Dukic who has
been a teacher librarian in both primary and secondary schools and has
done research on an e-quiz platform for engaging students with reading.
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Underpinning Research – collaboration with other institutions

• Hong Kong Teacher Librarian Association (HKTLA): strategic partner in the RB project.
Many of their Committee members met with me to help me conceive this project.
Their various members continued to work with me in different capacity – their
former president worked as a part-time Education Officer to help work with librarians
and teachers in schools. Their current president help promote RB in various
occasions.
• Education Bureau (EDB): I conducted a consultancy project for EDB to evaluate the
role of TLs in public sector schools. Through interviewing TLs, I gained a good
understanding of their work and formed an excellent relationship with them. This
make RB receptive to the TL community.
• Fifth Wisdom Ltd: Programming and design of the RB platform was executed by the
company. Mr Frankie Tam, CEO of Fifth Wisdom, is the Chairman of HK Digital GameBased Learning Association. He has been working with me on 2 game-based learning
and gamification projects. For the 1st project on game-based learning for sex
education, he and his colleague worked as volunteers in providing graphic designs for
the game. They offered me a free service as they found it a very meaningful project
for teenagers! The 2nd project is designing RB as a contractor.
• Quality Education Fund: I obtained a funding of HK$2,846,000 for the RB project.
• FifthWisdom:
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Underpinning Teaching & Learning - 1
Through teaching the course Literature for Young People in a Digital Age (MLIM
6202) for a number of times in the past 10 years, I’ve become an expert in
children literature:
• Having a good understanding of different genres of children literature. The
individual assignment of the course is about evaluating children literature so I
become very familiar with evaluating children literature.

• Knowing how to engage students with children literature. I’ve guided many
students on their group project of creating a children story book over the
years and became good at it. This was part of the reason why I became a
children story author and have published 8 children stories with Pearson
Longman.
X:\faculty\knowledge exchange award\KE award 216
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Underpinning Teaching & Learning-2
• Understanding how to use children literature to help students
develop their reading interest & ability. Some of the students’
group projects contain questions about the stories they’ve
created. I learned from my students (who are mainly librarians &
teachers) that their target audience (many were primary
students) enjoyed their stories as well as the questions asked.
This became part of the inspiration for creating RB that contains
carefully crafted questions for a great variety of children
literature.

X:\faculty\knowledge exchange award\KE award
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A children story that I co-authored
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created by my students

Underpinning Research – innovativeness - 1
Gamification of reading experience and assessment to make
the process enjoyable:

• In general, students dislike tests, but the competition elements (via
ranking) and e-badges on RB gamify the reading assessment. It
“turns something boring into something fun!”
• Before students can engage in tests on RB, they have to read. This
promotes reading. RB has motivated hundreds of students in
different parts of the world who didn’t like reading, but are now
reading A LOT MORE! This works particularly well for boys as they
enjoy competitions.
• Test questions are well-crafted based on the PIRLS framework
(Mullis et al., 2009) and Bloom’s taxonomy.

PIRLS 2011 assessment
framework
• Information
retrieval
•

Making inferences

•

Interpret and
integrate ideas

•

Evaluation
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content/uploads/sites/59/Bloomtaxonomy-e1445435495371.jpg

Underpinning Research – innovativeness - 2
• Relieves teachers’ workload of monitoring and
assessing reading ability using time-consuming
methods (e.g. comprehension worksheets). RB
provides scaffolding support by offering a hint when
students answered incorrectly. When a question
has been answered, RB provides immediate
feedback to students.
• Caters for learning diversity – Students can read
books and answer questions on RB at their own
pace. Students who can excel can get into the
Life/Term Score Ranking. Students who can’t excel
may still be excited by having a chance to be listed
on the Improvement Score Ranking (拔尖，補底)
• Based on the reading profile in RB for each child,
librarians, teachers and parents can make use of the
data to help children develop in areas they are
weak at.
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Underpinning Research – innovativeness - 3
In Reading Battle, every child can be a WINNER!

Motivate-Scaffold-Monitor(Wu et al., 2014)
Motivate

“Reading Battle”
e-Badges to reward
Achievements

Reading children’s literature

Scaffolded reading
experience

Post-reading Qs

Monitor
Progress

Students’ reports
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Impact by Engagement – External partners:
over 50 schools/ libraries in total
Hong Kong (6 of 32 primary schools)
1.

Ho Lap Primary School (sponsored by Sik Sik Yuen)

2.

Toi Shan Association Primary School

3.

Xianggang Putonghua Yanxishe Primary School of
Science & Creativity

1.

Chinese Y.M.C.A. Primary School

2.

Lam Tin Methodist Primary School

3.

King's College Old Boys' Association Primary School No. 2

Lam Tin Methodist Primary School

Hong Kong (2 of 11 kindergartens)

1.

Tang Bik Wan Memorial Kindergarten

2.

Tin Ka Ping Kindergarten

Taiwan (2 primary schools)
Keelung Municipal Ren-Ai Primary School
Taipei Municipal Wanxing Elementary School
The US (1 kindergarten, 1 public library)
Bright Horizons
North Miami Beach Public Library (summer program)
Mainland China (1 primary school)
Zhonghua Road Primary School

Photos courtesy of: Florida Library Association ‘Prevent
the Summer Slide’ Program Hernandez, E., Chu, S. &
Hong, award
H. (2015)
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Engagement: teacher librarians
• Worked with 3 TLs (2 retired and 1 current) to work part-time on the
project to help build RB together – catering for the needs of TLs,
teachers and students, for example, deciding on the different levels of
the Chinese and English book titles.
• Co-presented with TLs (also brought in students, parents, and teachers
to share their experience) at the following occasions:
• International Education Technology Conference (2014, 2015, 2016)
• CITE Research Symposium (2014, 2015)
Level of English Titles in Reading Battle
Level Type
Description
1

Picture
books

2

Picture
books
Simple
chapter
books
Subjectbased nonfiction
Chapter
books

3

4

5

Simple words, repetitive, pop-up
books; large spacing; predictable
verses; simple sentence, 3D cover;
<20 words a page
Longer sentences; higher sentence
complexity; 3D cover; games; 20-29
Involves story line, 30-39 words a
page
Involves higher level of thinking; few
illustration support; small print size
and spacing; 40-49 words a page
Include biography; pictures only in
selected pages; higher level of
concept load; 50-60 words a page

Illustratio # of
n Ratio
Pages
~4:1
<20

3:1

20-29

2:1

30-39

-

40-49
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-_lnbk4PuE&feature=youtu.be

-

50-60
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Engagement: innovativeness - Drawing on wisdom of the crowd - 1
• Selecting books with stakeholders at Hong
Kong Book Fair:
• RB needs to contain books that excite
students.
• A collection of over 500 books was
developed by the HKU team advised by
TLs, teachers, parents, and students:
• In summer 2014, several trips were
organized to the HK Book Fair so that
students, teachers, TLs, and the
project team could select books for
the collection.
• The process enabled us to draw on
the wisdom of various stakeholders
in discovering good books. It was a
fun and enjoyable evening, and it
was also an effective promotion of
RB.
• “Worm catcher” draws on the wisdom of
various users to help identify problems of
RB. Many students paid great attention
when using RB (& also in their
reading)exchange
to award\KE award
X:\faculty\knowledge
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Innovativeness in the Engagement Approach –
Participatory Design
• The project involved collaboration between the project team (children story author,
gamification expert, reading researchers), teacher librarians, teachers, game
developers, parents, and students.
• Books were chosen from award-winning titles. Also, the project team went to book
fairs with students, parents, and teachers to select books.

• At schools, teacher-librarians and teachers collaborated to create cross-curricular
reading programmes with interesting reading materials.
• Feedback was collected from stakeholders to fine-tune the platform on an on-going
basis.
General coverage
Welcome recommendations by teachers
Encompass a variety of genres (e.g. fiction, fairy
tales, folklores, biographies, science, history, fables)
Divided into 5 levels of reading difficulty

Levels

Chinese

English

P1

17

61

P2

53

84

P3

75

80

P4

63

37

P5

24

22

School-based titles
total
232
284
Covers P1-P4
Over 500 titles in the system now!
Titles submitted by teachers
exchange award\KE award
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 1
• The RB game played individually has helped
hundreds of students to improve their reading
interest/ability, as acknowledge by both students
and parents (Wu et al., 2014) (see photos below)
• RB has been heavily reported: 6 newspaper article
coverage from 2015.
• RB was also included in 2 self-funded KE seminars
organized by Academy 22.

Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtoSScntDlU&feature=youtu.be

Source: HKET. 2015.7.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_lnbk4PuE&feature=youtu.be
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 2
• 94% of the students agreed that Reading Battle was effective in improving their reading
comprehension skills (Chan, Chu, Mok, & Tam, 2015). The effect was the most obvious among
top performers, followed by students who improved the most (Chu et al., 2015).

• 84% of students thought that RB enhanced their interest in reading, and 94% of students
considered the children literature collection in Reading Battle interesting (Chan et al., 2015).
• Students in Lam Tin Methodist Primary School voted RB as a Top 10 Website 3 years in a row!

Comparing students’ interest in reading (Chu et al., 2015)

Notes:
a Ratings are based on a 4-point scale:
X:\faculty\knowledge
exchange
award\KE
4 – “very much so”,
3 – “quite
a lot”, award
2 – “just a little”, 1 – “not at all”;
2016
Mid-point = 2.5.
b Ratings are based on a 4-point Likert-type scale: 1 – “strongly disagree”, 4 – “strongly agree”; Mid-point = 2.5.
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 3
Effect of RB on English Assessment (2013-2014 Term 2) between academically strong and weak groups
English mixed grouping

AC(Strong) & RB(strong)

AC(Strong) & RB(weak)

AC(weak) & RB(weak)

AC(weak) & RB(strong)

Total

E.Reading_T2A3

E.Dictation_T2A3 E.Listening_T2A3

E.Speaking_T2A3

E.Writing_T2A3

E.FullMark_T2A3

Mean

90.33

29.78

17.89

19.33

29.11

186.44

N

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

SD

6.80

0.67

1.69

0.71

1.17

9.00

Mean

87.90

29.30

17.30

18.70

28.40

181.60

N

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

SD

10.58

1.06

2.79

2.11

1.65

13.87

Mean

66.06

18.41

12.35

13.24

26.35

136.41

N

17.00

17.00

17.00

17.00

17.00

17.00

SD

15.05

8.75

4.00

4.87

2.80

28.37

Mean

76.67

24.67

13.67

17.33

28.67

161.00

N

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

SD

5.51

8.39

3.79

2.31

1.53

18.00

Mean

78.08

24.31

15.00

16.36

27.69

161.44

N

39.00

39.00

39.00

39.00

39.00

39.00

SD

16.09

8.09

4.07

4.40

2.42

30.88
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 4

A study that examines the top 20 students
from each of the 3 rankings of Reading
Battle
• One-to-one interview with 39 students

• Those students selected were interviewed during their
lunch time with the help of teacher librarians of each
primary school.
• Researchers did the interview according to the interview
protocol.

• Each interview lasted for around 20 minutes.
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 5
Q1: Does Reading Battle change your reading habit? (Reading mode, reading
frequency, choice of books, self-initiative and independency in reading, etc.)
Follow-up question: How have your reading habits changed? Please explain.
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 6

Students’ feedback on selection of books and
reading frequency
• Change in Selection of books:
• “I used to read more Chinese books. Now I read English ones too.
And I will choose to read some more difficult books now.”
• “I used to read more comic books, but now I will read books with
more texts like novels.”
• Change in Reading frequency:
• “Before Reading Battle I think I have only read around 10 books.
Now I have read around 200 books.”
• “In the past I only very few books, like 2-3 each week. Now I read
6-7 books each week.”
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 7

Q3: What parts (content, features and functions, etc.)
of Reading Battle do you like?
Follow-up question: Why do you like these parts?
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Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 8

Students’ feedback on the parts they like in
Reading Battle

• Contents:
• “The books on Reading Battle are wonderful and the range is
wide. For example, there are books about sports, academic and
also philosophy. The wide range of choice enables me to read
books outside my habit and thus I obtained more knowledge.”
• Features:
• “I like the ranking tables because I can see how many battles I
have finished and how many books I have read.”
• Functions:
• “I love the fact that we have 3 chances in answering the
questions regarding the content of the book. Even if we are not
familiar with the content of the book when answering the
questions for the first time, we can read it again, hereafter we 25
can re-do the task in order to understand more about the book.”

Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 9
Q4: Did you improve
academically in the
past year? (If yes, in
which area? Reading,
writing, Chinese,
English, General
Studies, etc.)

Q5: Is your academic
improvement owed
to the use of Reading
Battle or other
methods?
26

Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong primary schools - 10

Students’ feedback on their academic
improvement as well as its reasons

• “My Chinese reading improved a lot. Normally I get grades around C and B range
but now it’s always A.”
• “The results of my Chinese exam has increased from 80 something to 90
something marks. It helps my reading because it trains me to read a large
amount of books in a short period of time.”
• “My English and General studies have improved. I got 10 marks approximately.
But now, I get around 90 marks.”
• “I reckon my improvement in academic studies is due to the fact that I use
Reading Battle. Books in the Reading Battle are harder, so usually I would not be
interested in reading them. But the moment when I saw the ranking list, I realize
that if I could complete the harder tasks with all correct answers, the average
scoring increases, which then motivates me to read more of them.”
• “My academic improvement is owned to the use of Reading Battle rather than
other methods, because it showed the level for each book that let me know 27
which book is suitable for me.”

Q2: Does Reading
Battle motivate you to
read more books? How
did Reading Battle
motivate you to read
more books?
Q6: Which feature in
Reading Battle
motivated you most to
read more?

Q7: What can you gain
after completing new
battles in Reading
Battle?
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Students’ feedback on extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation
• Extrinsic motivation:
• “In Reading Battle, ‘Ranking List’ is the most effective feature to
motivate me to read more because it will list the result of top
students and their ranking timely that provoke a competition among
classmates. In such way, I will comprehend the book context more
deeply in order to strive for the better achievement.”
• “Yes. If I am scoring ten marks lower than others on the ranking list,
I feel uncontended, as I want to surpass others and get to the first
place.”
• Intrinsic motivation:
• “I want to learn more knowledge.” --- Novelty (curiosity)
• “Yes, sometimes the questions for the level 5 books are difficult but
if I got them right, I will feel a strong sense of success and motivates
me to try doing the battles for the more difficult books with more
texts.”
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Addressing Q7: What can you gain after completing new battles in Reading Battle?
Addressing Q8: After joining Reading Battle, has your understanding of characters’
feelings and behaviors and the cause-effect relationship from the context of a book
improved?
Addressing Q9: After joining Reading Battle, do you think you have become more
competent in reading, especially on some challenging books?
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Not only knowledge and ability, Reading
Battle help students develop character
•“I learnt some principles that can apply in my
daily life. Such as Honesty. That’s important in
our daily life.”
•“For example in a book about interpersonal
skills I have learnt what not to do to other
people and how to take care of others’ feelings,
etc.”
31

Impacts Achieved: Hong Kong kindergartens
• i-FUN Reading (RB for kindergarteners), a pilot project was launched Feb, 2016
• The top 10 performers in i-FUN answered questions for about 4-5 books/month.
• They all achieved an average score >80%.

• This pilot project is being conducted in 11 Po Leung Kuk (PLK) kindergartens.
Preliminary results showed that students are excited about RB, and teachers/
parents are satisfied that RB encourages students to read.
• Kindergarteners like it and they view it as a game. One said “The badges encourage
me and make me happy”.
• One parent said: “We play the games together... It helps cultivate our relationship”.
• Another parent said: “The best part is that they have the motivation in doing it.
X:\faculty\knowledge exchange award\KE award
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They do it themselves, without
force, without
pressure”.
2016

Impacts achieved: A public library in
the United States (Florida)
- “During the summer months, the majority of students will
lose 10-30% of what was gained during the school year.
Reading Battle participants did not experience a ‘Summer
Loss’. Instead, they stayed on target or showed
improvements.”
- “Our student participants increased their Reading
Comprehension or remained on grade level, and also
increased their confidence level in their ability to
understand text. Top 3 students increased reading abilities
between 10-60%” (Edenia M. Hernandez, Head Librarian,
North Miami Beach Library).

X:\faculty\knowledge exchange award\KE award
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North Miami Beach Library got district
recognition at EdCom because of Reading
Battle
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Impacts achieved: Taiwan primary schools
• A Taiwanese teacher said in an interview that she noticed
positive change in her students:
「以前同學都會告訴我：『老師，我真的很怕讀英文
書。』用了閱讀大挑戰之後他們不再害怕，甚至開始喜
歡英文書。」(“My students used to tell me that they are
really afraid of reading English books. After using Reading
Battle they started to accept the challenge and even like to
read English books now.” )
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Information & Library
Science

Reading
Battle

Computer &
Design Science

E-learning &
Psychology

Reading Battle: Apply a multidisciplinary approach to help
solve a critical issue in learning - Reading
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Gamification
The Reading Battle
Contact me if you are interested

http://equiz.cite.hku.hk

• Samuel Kai Wah Chu, Ph.D. 朱啟華博士
•
•
•
•

Associate Professor
Head, Division of Information and Technology Studies
Deputy Director, Centre for IT in Education
Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong

• E-mail: samchu@hku.hk
•

http://web.edu.hku.hk/staff/academic/samchu
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